Significance of secondary structure predictions on the reactive center loop region of serpins: a model for the folding of serpins into a metastable state.
To address how serpins might fold so as to adopt the mechanistically required metastable conformation we have compared the predicted secondary structures of the reactive center loops (RCLs) of a large number of serpins with those of the equivalent regions of other non-serpin protein proteinase inhibitors. Whereas the RCLs of non-serpin inhibitors are predicted to be loop or beta-strand, those of inhibitory serpins are strongly predicted to be alpha-helical. However, non-inhibitory serpins, which also adopt the metastable conformation, show no consistent preference for alpha-helix. We propose that the RCL primary structure plays little role in promoting the metastable serpin conformation. Instead we hypothesize that preference for the metastable state results from the incorporation of part of the RCL into beta-sheet C, which as a consequence precludes incorporation of the RCL into beta-sheet A to give the most stable conformation. Consequently the RCL must be exposed and by default will adopt the most stable conformation in this particular context, which is likely to be an alpha-helix irrespective of the primary structure. Thus the observed correlation between inhibitory properties in serpins and prediction of alpha-helix in the RCL may instead reflect a need for alanine residues between positions P12 and P9 for functioning as an inhibitor rather than a structural or mechanistic requirement for alpha-helix.